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Searching old abandoned and deserted houses for treasures and antiques by Albano, , 62p â€” While it has no
citations, it does have a shopping list of treasures found. Occasionally he throws in a tip or two for hunting,
but this is predominantly a list of treasures found. Most likely his source is newspaper stories. The Romance
of Treasure Troves by Charles R Beard, , p â€” There are crappy treasure hunting books, and there are great
treasure hunting books. However, there are few awesome treasure hunting books. I have found an
extraordinary one, and wish to share. Written in , somewhere in Great Britain, this tome clearly represented a
lifetime of passionate research. Then I came to realize it was too broad for a thesis, but simply the work of a
passionate and focused man who was very academic in his research delving deep into dusty libraries to extract
glimpses of past trovers. And he paints them into context of the times and places of the era, full of references
and tantalizing leads to books , , and even years out of print. Then the references to the hundreds of roman and
ancient hoards that have been ploughed up over the centuries and the history behind each one as best as can be
proscribed. A damn fine read, dense and delicious. Great for a rainy day or mid winter. Dig for Pirate Treasure
by Nesmith, , p â€” This is written for a young adult audience. Good as a gift to a pre-teen. A remarkably good
book on treasure recovered. Lots and lots of photos of treasures, artifacts, historical buildings, and coins.
There is a uniquely enjoyable chapter on junior treasure trovers, where they outline recoveries that kids have
made. Although this book lacks citations, many of the stories have enough info to vet them. The treasure
hunting advice is now out of date, but overall a good book for the shelf for snowed in days. If you understand
authority with sources and authors, this book has neither. Have I mentioned that this is shit? However this gets
worse, this is Kenworthy who also authored the terrible Unfound Treasures of Mexico. The book is poorly
written but at least this one is not in all caps. Legends of Texas, Vol. I by Frank Dobie, , p â€” The classic
Texas legend book. I acknowledge this is a classic. He does list sources, but I notice all his sources are
secondary. More than half are treasure magazines, egad! But these are myths and legends, hard to cite primary
sources for a legend. Yes, the Sun will Rise! Kent Craig, , p -A self published book of woe about an early
treasure hunter, Gene Ballinger who apparently got prosecuted for fraud. The author interviewed Gene and
this is about some of his tales. A quirky book that definitely breaks the mold of other treasure tales. It covers
treasure tales told to Gene while in prison from drug dealers and smugglers. The Treasure Hunter by Moore
and Jennings, , p â€” An excellent tale of a treasure hunter who dredges gold in Central America, digs
Peruvian gold artifacts and smuggles gems out of Columbia. What is not to like? Well written, edited, and a
good read. Anyway, this is yet another BS symbol book. At lease there is a citation of sources it is based on:
Both Penfield and Terry have low credibility and are just rehashing a secondary source anyway which
implicitly gives them low authority. His book is published by Galleon Publishing out of St. Overall, there are
some old chemical symbols in the book, some rescue symbols, and some alleged treasure symbols. If you like
mythical treasure symbology, you may enjoy this. I consider symbology to be poppycock so this is categorized
under treasure tales. This excellent and extraordinary book gives you a window into the astounding good luck
the British detectorist have. A country with a great, long and proud history with lots of loot being buried over
centuries. I can tell more once I read this. Quality looks good and one of my friends have meet with Frogfoot.
It focuses on Art McKee and the salvaging of the Genovesa. Press â€” A book on old archivists discovering
old records in Europe, mainly Italy. Not a true treasure tale book. Just a general rule. Bits of useful history to
the THer, including some maps, and a chronology with useful tidbits. This should be difficult to use as a
secondary source due to lack of citations of the information. Barefoot in Eden, , â€” The story around
Macfadden, who was known to bury money. Of course, in the book it just covers his wife stories about him. It
does mention in the story at times, when he wanted to bury some money. Spanish Expeditions into Texass by
Foster, , p â€” Recommend as the best translated edition. This is the translated daily diaries of all Spanish
expeditions into Texas. By Spanish mandate, every expedition had to have a diarist record the daily events.
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This is a critical work for those seeking anything from the expeditions. It also documents on page , what I
believe is the only true Spanish treasure lost in Texas. Namely, the governors raft sank that was carrying
clothes, cookware, and silver set. So there is a Spanish treasure somewhere on the Trinity river. Read the book
to estimate where. Lost Trails of the Cimarron by Chrisman â€” Another trail driving history book. A New
History of Texas by Pennybacker, , p â€” This old book is falling apart, but it is a detailed history text that
gives more in depth history on Texas than current books. A huge collection of detailed information and useful
for all kinds of leads. Simply a collection of short interviews and tales by old trail hands. Good for leads and a
feel of the times. Notes of a Military Reconnaissance, from Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, toâ€¦ by Albert â€”
A military recon mission in with notes on the journey. Available online at http: Listing of hundreds of books
on THing, MDing, gold mining, western history, etc. Contact them for your free catalog. Tell them Von
Helsing sent you as they have no idea who I am and it will confuse them. When it was in date, it was still
useless. Modern Metal Detectors by C. It looks like he had no idea what audience he wanted to write to, but he
covered a huge swath of ground very well. At this point, all the tech is mostly obsolete. Definitely worth the
price of a hamburger, but not with a side of fries or cold drink. Shipwrecks and their coins: Covering mint
marks, symbols, history, etc. No narrative, not a book just a list. I have a plan to put out my own bibliography
that updates this to current date. I estimate I can take this up to books, put front cover shots in, and and better
descriptions. Is there anyone out there who would be interested in buying a copy? It documents all the major
coin hoards reported. Printed for the coin collecting industry. The ANA has a lending library that you can
borrow a copy from if you are a member. Self published on a printer it looks. Simply lists general leads of
historic places by county, including shipwreck locations off the coast. Waybills to El Dorado by Karl von
Mueller, , 71p. Due to the popularity of KVM, I have no doubt that every last one of these leads has been
investigated multiple times. Not really worth putting it in your library. Links to other books And the Rare
Treasure Book folks. Wish list of books:
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"Carson Enterprises. Paperback. poor.

This is one of the earlier books printed on the subject of metal detectors. A4 size - Spiral Bound. Stephen
Barnham May 23pp. This Australian booklet provides a manual for those persons having basic metal detecting
skills. It enables you to build upon those skills. Tells how to avoid mental ruts and ways of working to a plan.
This booklet provides practical, simple, step-by-step instructions that show you how to build metal detectors
and even a geiger counter. This book provides practical, simple, step-by-step instructions that show you how
to build and operate your own metal detector - regardless of your electronic experience. Complete explanation
of sensitivity, stability, total response, wide scan, soil conditions, coils, Faraday shields, frequency drift and
much, much more. Extremely hard to find and collectable. New copy with a badly scuffed cover. This book
contains complete short courses in prospecting, metal vs. It gives you secrets previously known only by a few
professionals. It also includes specific details and searching techniques for both gold prospecting and treasure
hunting. Explanation of the controls, tuning, discrimination, searching, hot rocks, black sand deposits and
much more are included. For those persons having a Minelab Explorer metal detector this is an invaluable
guide in getting to know the detector properly. It explains thoroughly the full instruction on its use as well as
the operation of the controls and the adjustments that can be made for effective treasure hunting. This book
has been specially written for those persons having a Minelab Quattro metal detector and is an invaluable
guide in getting to know the detector properly. This book is the complete guide to metal detecting in Australia.
It teaches you the techniques necessary for finding gold, coins and relics on the goldfields. The 40 maps
provides details to the Australian goldfields together with historical information on the gold nugget producing
areas. This book also details the actual operation of the following models of metal detectors: Inscription and
signed by: This ever popular title has been out of print for many years â€¦. Also included are hundreds and
hundreds of colour photographs. This book is arguably one of books which should not be missed by the
serious prospector. In this book the author explains the full workings of a metal detector and the questions that
are usually asked by someone entering into this fabulous hobby. He then follows it up with fundamentals and
the basic operation of a detector and then going out into the field. Here, he details the type of places that
should be searched in order to find treasure. He then devotes a full chapter to coin hunting - everything you
wanted to know is answered here. Finally, he discusses other methods and areas which is also beneficial in
finding more treasure. This guide answers three simple questions: What is a metal detector?
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See more Coinshooting: Digging Deeper Coins II by H. G Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.

My younger brother Qkslvr told me about it and I looked it over and joined in February As it grew quickly
from members of DirtJournal, more online friends were made and some small group hunts were organized.
There were more locals joining the forum and getting out on the group hunts and it was nice to meet and see
all the new detecting friends. Garrett AT Pro I still had my 2 Whites detectors and was doing very well with
them, finding silver coins, other older coins , silver rings and more plated rings. In early one of the locals who
was selling detectors as a sideline to his regular job was at a small group hunt. He had brought the Garrett AT
Pro which had been a fairly newly released detector. I had my Whites M6 and was scanning around a tree
base, and I got a signal of a junk item. I asked him if I could borrow the AT Pro to test it for awhile. As I
scanned around the same tree I had been at, the Garrett signalled a quarter and a junk target very close to the
coin. I dug and a clad quarter was recovered and also in the hole was a rusty nail. After 23 years with Whites, I
saw that there were other detectors that could get the coins in the trash filled locations I was hunting. Fisher F5
As I started hunting park areas and schools I had searched many times with my Whites detectors I began
finding more clad and some older coins in the same exact spots that the Whites detectors missed. I even got a
wheat cent in a spot of ground in my yard that I had searched with every one of my detectors I have bought. I
settled on a Fisher F5 14 bought it, and began learning that one also. I had contributed some of my detecting
video links and a few stories of some of my finds, and they were posted on Stout Standards, metal detecting
author Dick Stouts webpage. He suggested I do a review of the Garrett AT Pro, so over a period of weeks I
submitted sections of my review of the detector. Learning the Garrett and Fisher was a little challenging,
because of 2 new brand detectors, going from a one brand and 6 detectors of that particular brand. I sent in a
few sections of reviewing the Fisher F5 to Stout Standards also and he graciously put them on his website.
Coinshooting Online was growing very well and more and more locals were getting into the hobby and going
on group hunts. I was finding more clad in parks and schools I had thought were pretty clean, due to the 2
newer and better detectors. Dick Stout convinced me to write a story of my past detecting experiences and my
1st article was published in the February issue of Western and Eastern Treasures magazine. I since have had 3
other stories published, and written a book about metal detecting also. Detecting is a continuing learning
process as new detectors come along every few years and they are better at target identification and detecting
coins at a depth that seemed impossible years ago. New tricks and tips from others also help in finding those
older coins. The Dimeman Adventures continue
Chapter 4 : Dimeman Adventures: Research Location Items-- Magazines, Books and Maps
Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Chapter 5 : Coinshooting II Digging Deeper Coins | eBay
Buy a cheap copy of Coinshooting II Digging Deeper Coins book by H. Glenn Carson. Free shipping over $

Chapter 6 : Metal Detecting - KB Slocum Books
As one of the premier rare book sites on the Internet, Alibris has thousands of rare books, first editions, and signed
books available. With one of the largest book inventories in the world, find the book you are looking for. To help, we
provided some of our favorites. With an active marketplace of.
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Chapter 7 : Treasure Hunting - The Rocker Box
Coinshooting II Digging Deeper Coins by H. Glenn Carson, , 96p. - Intermediate level. - Intermediate level. Well written
book in a poorly typeset paperback format.

Chapter 8 : H. Glenn Carson: used books, rare books and new books @ www.nxgvision.com
Find great deals on eBay for digging coin. Shop with confidence. Coinshooting II Digging Deeper Coins See more like
this. Coinshooting: Digging Deeper Coins.

Chapter 9 : www.nxgvision.com - browse and compare book price: H. Glenn Carson
The Rocker Box - PO BOX , Roy, WA , US PCI Compliance: this store uses PA-DSS validated shopping cart software.
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